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Abstract—This study investigates the mobile phone data during ephemeral event (Armada). The statistical techniques have been used for modeling human mobility collectively and individually. The undertaken substantial parameters are: inter-event times, travel distances (displacements), and radius of gyration. They have been analyzed and simulated using computing platform by integrating various applications for huge database management, visualization, analysis, and simulation. Accordingly, the general population pattern law has been extracted. This study has revealed the individuals mobility in dynamic perspective for 615,712 mobile users, also the simulated observed data are classified according to general, work, and off days.

Index Terms—Modeling, urban mobility, radius of gyration, travel distance, CDRs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Communication devices (mobile networks, social media platforms) have produced digital traces for their users either voluntarily or not. This type of collective data can give powerful indications that are affecting the urban systems design and development [1]. For understanding the collective human behavior of urban city, hence the geo-visualization techniques could be used.

Understanding, modeling, simulating the pedestrian behavior and movements (individual mobility) among urban points/regions is very challenging effort, since it is very important in rescue situations for many kinds of events, either in the indoor events like evacuation of buildings, stadiums, theaters, ships, airport or outdoor ones like public assemblies, open concerts, religious gatherings, community evacuation ...etc., in exigency situations, there are several incidents could be happening, where the overcrowding causes injuries and death cases, which could be emerged during emergency situations. The advantages of studying people mobility are to put the plans for emergency events prior to their existence, verify and estimate the evacuation strategies by simulating the event and evaluating its rescue efficiency, control and manage the crowd movements to avoid the potential problems, to support and interconnect multi scientific fields (traffic engineering, architecture, socio-psychology, safety science... etc.), as well as to understand how individuals are evolving inside the city, how they are using city services. Since the city planners have to face to the development of cities and to be sure that the services like transportation are efficient and are able to reply to the citizen necessity [2].

Additionally, this kind of studies has to be highlighted to find more modeling improvements, in order to have more realistic simulation results with flexible skills, hence this will give precise and accurate vision to each studied system[3].

The simulation models of human mobility are classified according to their space representation, which could be continuous, grid based or network structure. Also, could be verified according to their intent like specific or general, or the level of abstraction as macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic [3]. Ref. [4] focused on the individuals supporting during emergency conditions, they used macroscopic level models. Thereafter, the computer improvements give strong push to this field, so the level of research is developed to be more efficient via the concept of modeling in microscopic level.

The Multi agent models are very suggestive simulations for spatio-temporal dynamics, since they are elaborating the relationships between micro-level individual actions and emergent macro-level phenomena. Ref. [5] accomplished multi-agent system framework, which model emergent human social behaviors (competitive, queuing, and herding) at the microscopic level, these models build artificial environment composed of agents, which have the ability to interact in intelligence and adaptability with each other [6]. In these models the agents are acting based on some strategies.
The agents are an atomic unit in the computer program and it is goal-directed. However, their interactions are based on predetermined mobility conditions like leader, follower, and inhibition agents. This kind of simulation is very effective for large scale rescue scenario and complex systems, and modeling crowd behaviors.

The agent-based modeling gives a very important facility, which is the high variety of representation, since the agent can represent any kind of structures either individual agent or aggregated once in the reference system, also provides the ability to coordinate that with the spatio-temporal (spatial/time) scales at any level of abstraction the modeler wants, according to the targets of the reference system modeling or the reference system concepts to be shown. This ability is very useful, especially when respecting the changes that could be apparent during the simulation process, like new events or structures, agents emergence as in pheromone trail built by ant, and the social clusters evolution for any population.

The paper is organized as follows: Section I presents this introduction. Section II focuses on the observed data and their properties. Section III represents the research approach used to achieve this study, and elaborate the effective used parameters, that are used to simulate the human mobility during the observed event. Section IV describes the conclusions and future suggestions.

II. THE CASE STUDY OF CDRS

In the last decades the scientists’ attention is paid to analyze the social and communication networks. This is accomplished by studying individuals mobility and analyze their life patterns, as well as the transportation surveys to collect long term mobility data, so this could be achieved by sought-after an efficient automatic datasets systems as CDRs Call Detail Records [7, 8]. The CDRs could be considered as georeferenced data for human mobility. Hence, it is no surprise that most of the quantitative data about human mobility have been gathered via CDRs of mobile phone networks [9].

Ref. [10] works on tracing human mobility using mobile phone data, in spite of highly utilization of this data in multi fields, but this research focuses on its usage in planning to transportation system, it has comparing between two data sources the mobile data and odometer reading from safety inspections of vehicles at the same region. It compares mobility features of mobile phone traces with mobility features of odometer readings from annual safety inspections of all private vehicles registered in the Boston Metropolitan Area. CDRs are records that are registered the whole individuals communications history for months, which are predetermined for billing purposes, but the researchers used it as very huge repository to the events (call, sms, and internet connection) of the mobile networks, and the mobility behavior of the network users, the CDRs are records registered in formal secured DB with standard style. Because of their standard format, they are easily extracted and manipulated, but the weakness of them is in the localization information, which is obtained from the mobile user activities only [11].

The investigations that are using CDRs have several problems like the privacy problem, since the information of the mobile network subscribers will be vulnerable, in order to be announced for unauthorized parties, therefore it is anonymized (hidden) to protect the subscribers’ privacy. As well as, we the mass size of these data (CDRs), so they need sampling and accurate manipulations preserve their accuracy and avoid any misuse or misunderstanding of their reality, by other hand the graphical or geographical representation of these datasets is difficult, because of the hardware/software limitations that could be encountered during the processing operations. However, the CDRs datasets overcome the acquisition problems (financially/ time consuming), but their projection/ trajectories tracing still time consuming [7].

Generally, there are two data types which are the communication data, and the communication independent data (Itinerancy data). However, the mobile phone datasets are the most powerful media to analyze and discover the human mobility either individually or collectively, since the mobile phone now is the closest buddy to almost people, therefore it makes the phone data are the highly elected tools to uncover and understand the human life patterns, as well as the anomalous events of the investigated data [7].

The spatio-temporal datasets are the acquired CDRs from the mobile phone network, which have a huge size for millions of subscribers and hold many events either anomalous or normal events. The normal events give a good reflection of the daily life for the investigated area like citizens habits and social activities. The anomalous events data are very useful in detecting the disasters or catastrophes immediately (in real time) with spatial and temporal indications, so the evacuation and emergency reactions could be taken as soon as possible according to any alarm indications. All CDRs are reported periodically in seconds; therefore they are very accurate real time data of any mobile user activity.

The human life patterns of urban areas could be extracted by classifying the activities according to different time intervals over the investigated area. This analysis is an attempt to study the human mobility with regard to individuals activities alteration in the observed area along different time intervals, where each mobile event represents an individual activity. However, that doesn’t mean absolute indication to pure individual activities, because the individual could be existed in a place out of coverage area, so this probability make him exist actually, but not necessarily appeared in the mobile net data. Nevertheless, the mobile phone activities reflect individuals densities in somehow. In this case study, CDRs don’t give an indication of mobility path. The drift of individuals activities in different places and times had been calculated using simulation platform.

The aim of this study is modeling and simulating individuals mobility during Armada event. The used data
in this study are the CDRs generated by the given mobile phone operator (Orange Company in France). Armada is the name of the famous marine festival takes ten days period, it is one of world free spectacle in Rouen (capital city of Upper Normandy in France). This case study is observing the fifth edition of the Armada event during 4th -15th July 2008. The case study includes 51,938,652 CDRs, which are activities of 288 hours with lack of 15 hours. The observed period includes 5 off days, which are weekends and vacation, and 7 work days. The classical CDRs contain: mobile IDs (alias), towers IDs and positions which are geo-referenced by 2D-coordinates (x, y), the cells on each tower, and the cells IDs, mobile activity types (call in/out, SMS in/out, mobile hand over, abnormal call halt, and normal call end), and the date and time of the mobile phone activity recorded [12].

These data are non-deterministic with discrete nature, so the collective mode would be the effective approach to analyze and simulate them. However, the mobile phone traces are incomplete to describe all individuals mobility, because many individuals travel in the city without making any mobile phone activity. As well as, the mobile phone traces are only captured by the towers, which are located at several locations in the urban city, hence the positions determination would be estimated approximately [13,14].

III. MODELING APPROACH

This study is an attempt to model and simulate the general pattern law for the collective data, as well as they are investigated in more detail by classifying them into general, work, and off days. The main parameters in this study are the Δt (inter-event time), Δt (travel distance), and rg (radius of gyration). The samples means of the distributions are obtained by an exponential distribution. The computations are performed for the observed data of 12 days, they are manipulated for total individuals (population) in spatio-temporal mode.

A. Individuals Activities

The individuals usage of mobile phone are highly varied, ranged between very active users (having many calls/SMSs), and inactive users (having little calls/SMSs), hence sampling them would depend on their activities, which are ranged between rarely-frequently usages [15]. The probability distribution of Δt has been computed for each consecutive activities of each individual, which are performed sequentially for the observed data of 12 days (each day independently). The probability function is computed to obtain the universal system pattern, it is estimated with regard to consecutive Δt parameter in order to formulate simplified model with its quantitative analysis parameters, the modeled data and simulated responses of the model are performed using one of the well-known functions probability density function (PDF) [15].

The exponential distribution (probability distribution) is capable of modeling the events happened randomly over time. It is used to describe the Δt [15] of individuals activities with PDF as in equation (1). The cutoff distribution is limited by the maximum observed (Δt = 1431 minutes) at which the individual can wait to make any mobile activity.

$$f(x|\mu) = \frac{1}{\mu} e^{-\frac{x}{\mu}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The distribution of Δt is estimated by equation (2) and it is argued in Ref. [16] for total observed period, the longest waiting times are characterizes the individuals of less activities [15, 17, 16].

$$P(\Delta t) = (\Delta t) e^{-\Delta t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

B. Individuals Activities in Inter-event times

The inter-event times Δt are the activities parameter, which could be estimated to give an indication about human activities relevant to their mobility, in this study the minimum time is 15 minutes, and the maximum time is 1440 (24 hours) regarded as a highest elapsed time to travel within the city. Whereas, the displacements distribution p(Δr) have been computed for the total individuals during the observed period. It is argued in Ref. [16], where the displacements distribution is presented. The Δr is the covered distance between each two consecutive activities during Δt, where it is in the range 20 – 1440 minutes, the investigated distance is limited by the maximum distance that could be traveled by individual in Δt. The cutoff distribution is determined by the maximum observed distance which individual can travel, where it is Δr = 7.23e + 04 m along day hours. Note that, the maximum time slice couldn’t exceed 24 hours with regards to the observed area. The p(Δr) distributions for different Δt follows truncated power law as in equation (3).

$$P(\Delta r) = (\Delta r) e^{-\Delta r}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

As well as, for deeper insight the distribution is performed for the work days and off days respectively as in Fig.1, where the Δr of the work days are approximately similar, but for the off days the curve of average of them has longer displacements, which reflects that the individuals have a tendency to make long travels during the holidays. The regularity is obvious in all patterns.

Additionally, the gyration radius rg is estimated, which is an important parameter to characterize the individuals mobility patterns during observed time. It measures how far and how frequent the individual moves during time. So, it enables the individuals sampling according to their relevant rg. The distribution of gyration radius rg uncover the population heterogeneity, where individuals traveled within p(rg) in long/short distances regularly within rg(t) as formulated in equation (4), which refers to the center of mass of each individual trajectory, as argued in Ref. [18].
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Fig. 1. Displacements distribution $P(\Delta r)$, the cutoff distribution is determined by the maximum distance traveled by individuals for the inter-event times, each day has its own curve and the curve of days mean is $P(\Delta r)_{moy}$, the patterns are almost identical and the curves are collapsed, a: $P(\Delta r)$ for work days period, it shows an identical pattern for this period. b: $P(\Delta r)$ for off days period, it shows longer travel distances $\Delta r$, this period has a variance in patterns.

\[
\bar{r}_g^2 = \frac{1}{n(t)} \sum_{i=1}^{n(t)} \left( \frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} r_{ij} - r_{\text{cm}} \right)^2
\]

Where $\frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} r_{ij}$ refers to $i=1...n_i$ positions recorded for individual $a$, and $r_{\text{cm}} = \frac{1}{n(t)} \sum_{i=1}^{n(t)} r_i$, the aggregated traveled distances (displacements) are formulated in the $P(\bar{r}_g)$ distribution, and the obtained power law $P(\bar{r}_g)$ as in equation (5).

\[
p(r_g) = (r_g) \exp(-r_g)
\]

The resulted $r_g$ are classified into 6 samples of $r_g$ (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30) km, where the individuals are travel within these common $r_g$. The developed algorithm to compute radius of gyration distribution has $O(n^2 + 4n)$ complexity, and it is implemented with Matlab2015 platform. Whereas, the $p(r_g)$ is computed for total population during the observed period in order to classify the $r_g$ evolution along the observed time series, as in Fig.2 which shows the $r_g$ variance along time, they are approximately similar in their patterns, also the highest $r_g$ occurrences are the small once ranged (5 – 15), while the range (20 – 30) are the lowest once, which indicates that individuals have the tendency to mobile in small $r_g$ and in stable patterns along the general observed period. Then, the $r_g$ distributions are computed for the general, work, and off days periods respectively, as shown in Fig. 3 it is clear that $r_g$ could be aggregated in 3 main ranges, which are ranked orderly such as the 10 $\leq r_g \leq 15$, $r_g \leq 3$, and 20 $\leq r_g \leq 30$. This evolution over time $r_g(t)$ is the same either during the total time series or work/ off time series. Generally, the individuals have high tendency is to travel within 10 $\leq r_g \leq 15$. The $r_g$ are evolved in same patterns during all verified period classes, also they are stable and ranked orderly as mentioned earlier.

C. Trajectories within Radius of Gyration

The radius of gyration ($r_g$) is considered to be a more dedicated feature that is capable of characterizing the periodic trajectories of individuals. However, the displacement distributions showed that $\Delta r_g$ of individuals are almost identical, so they are invariant. As well as, the activities distributions are uncovered the similarities of regular patterns during the time evolution of radius of gyration ($r_g$). The experiments revealed the possibility of classifying individuals activities into some patterns samples, and almost individuals have similar activities patterns, but in general they could be varied depending on the days either working or off days. However, the individuals could be sampled into groups according to their relevance to $r_g(t)$, where each group has similar patterns (similar asymptotic). The individuals mobility patterns are considered as the traveled distance $\Delta r$ within each $r_g$. There is a correlated relationship between $\Delta r$ and $r_g$, So, the $p(\Delta r|r_g)$ distribution is presented in function of $\Delta r$. It is computed for all individuals during the general, work, and off days period as shown in Fig. 4. It’s clear that individuals of small $r_g$ have short $\Delta r$, on the other hand individuals of large $r_g$ have mix of short and long $\Delta r$. Therefore, it could be said that $r_g$ and $\Delta r$ are correlated to each other, and they are capable of giving impressive view of individuals mobility patterns. This distribution shows that the individuals are traveling in $\Delta r$ that are bounded by their $r_g$, and the short distances
are included within small $r_{gh}$. However, the large $r_{gh}$ have the mix of short and long $\Delta r_g$, which give them the heterogeneity property.

![Fig.2. Distribution of gyration radius with loglog versus time series $r_g(t)$ during general observed period for all individuals, the $r_g$ evolution classifies 6 main groups of them, the measuring units for time unit is hours and for $r_g$ unit is Km.](image)

As well as, the PDF of each $p(\Delta r|r_g)$ is verified for each sample for individuals travel within the $r_{gh}$, as shown in Fig.5, and its probability distribution is modeled by equation (6), the individuals are sampled using PDF, this sampling is achieved according to their bounded $r_g$. It is performed for the general, work, and off days periods. Hence, it is clear that the small $r_g$ is the most prevalent pattern for all period classes (general, work, and off) days period. Whereas, in off days period there is some change, where the $10 \leq r_g \leq 15$ is increased a little bit, which means the individuals change their regular patterns during off days and vacations. However, the short $\Delta r_g$ are still the dominant pattern.

$$p(\Delta r|r_g) = (\Delta r|r_g) \exp^{-\Delta r|r_g}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The significant importance of revealing human trajectories enforces the tendency to build the statistical models. However, the human trajectories have random statistical patterns. In spite of data sources variance (billing system, GSM, and GPS), but the common characteristics are the aggregated $\Delta r_g$ over $\Delta t$. As well as, the individual trajectory is considered as the microscopic level of mobility abstraction, which is constituted of sequenced coordinates positions along the time, i.e. the individual displacements in spatio-temporal unit. Therefore, the consecutive mobile phone activities are good proxies to estimate human mobility in multi-level of abstraction as macroscopic level, mesoscopic level, or microscopic level [19, 20].
Fig. 3. Distribution of gyration radius in function of time series $r_t(t)$ for all individuals, the $r_t(t)$ evolution sampled in 3 main groups as in the figure legend, the measuring units for time unit is hours and for $r_t$ unit is Km. a: The $r_t(t)$ during general observed period. b: The $r_t(t)$ during work days observed period. c: The $r_t(t)$ during off days observed period.

Fig. 4. Radius of gyration distribution $p(\Delta r|r_g)$ in function of $\Delta r$ for the individuals travel distances that bounded by their relevant $r_g$, the small $r_g$ bounded short travel distances $\Delta r$, and the bigger ones have mix of short and long $\Delta r$, also small and medium $r_g$ are the dominant in the three periods, a: $p(\Delta r|r_g)$ during general observed period. b: $p(\Delta r|r_g)$ during work days observed period. c: $p(\Delta r|r_g)$ during off days observed period.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

This research aimed to understand human mobility using the CDRs. This investigation endorsed that the mobile phone activities could act as a feature of grouping the total number of mobile network users, hence each group will have its own feature. As well as, it is concluded that the most common parameters of modeling human mobility are the inter-event time $\Delta t$, travel distance $\Delta r$, and radius of gyration $r_g$, which are modeled by the power-law distribution. These parameters can reveal the mobility patterns of the evolved dynamic population along time. This study confirmed that radius of gyration ($r_g$) is the most common quantity, which is associated with human mobility trajectories due to its capability in measuring the how far the mass from the center of mass, i.e. it represents how far and how frequently the individual moves. However, in this study it is founded that $r_g$ is gradually increasing at the beginning, but settles down versus time. It has a key effect on the travel distance ($\Delta r$) distributions. Also, the dynamic individuals could be sampled according to their bounded $r_g$, and they are travelling within common regular $r_{g\Delta t}$, which characterize the daily life patterns of the urban during the observed period. As well as, the individuals are travelling in many short distances during weekdays, but they are travelling in few long distances during off days. However, the mix of long/short travel distance are bounded by their $r_{g\Delta t}$. The traveled distance distributions are collapsed or overlapped for groups. As well as, the activities distributions are uncovered the regular patterns and behaviors similarities during the time evolution of $r_g$

The experiments analyzed the relationships between the $r_g$ and $\Delta r$ along time, also they showed that all individuals have almost similar patterns, but these patterns in general are classified into two variant types, which are: working days and holiday days.

It is recommended that further research be undertaken in the following areas: Utilize another kind of spatio-temporal analysis techniques to manipulate the big data of CDRs, extract new human mobility parameters to make more detailed description for individuals dynamic behavior, and extend the observed area for the same population.
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